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Meeting Summary

Action items are underlined.

I. Welcome and Introductions
Present: D. Moddelmog, H. Mitchell, K. Plank, S. Kustis, W. Young, E. Hornsby, C. Nardacci,
A. Kennedy, P. Bullimore

Regrets: J. Buckley, J. Miner, E. Russell, 1. Cetwinski

II. Status Check (Heather Mitchell)

Mitchell showcased the following sites as models for Our Stories' online development:
http://sunsite3.berkeley.edu/gaybears/
http://librarv.ucsc.edu/reg-hist/oir.exhibit/index.html
http://www.lgcsc.org/archives.html

She then demonstrated what one finds for Our Stories when doing a Google Search

'Google: Our Stories: A developing Record of Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, and Alliance
@ The Ohio State University

result: OSU Pro-Outreach/Engagement profile for Our Stories

'Google: Our Stories at Ohio State

result: GLBTSS, Multicultural Center postings of the Our Stories e-newsletter

'Mitchell also demonstrated how the Our Stories facebook group is sharing our stories with
students

III. IRS issues-development of the archive (Kathryn Plank)

Plank led a discussion of issues related to the IRB process including copyright/story
ownership, confidentiality of records for those who submit anonymously, and securing 3'd party



permissions when an interviewee refers to another person by name. At Hornsby's suggestion,
Plank will contact Jan Neiger, the OAA legal affairs liaison for guidance in these issues.

Plank anticipates having a first draft of the IRB application readv by the end of spring break.
Advisory board members were encouraged to undergo human subjects review CITI training.

IV. The Knowledge Bank (Tom Cetwinski) - postponed

V. Opportunities to Partner with other Gay Hi(story) related groups
The following gay hi(story) related programs are in development in Central Ohio

20 Straws, a film about gay teens in central Ohio living out lives

GOHl/Ohio Historical Society-sponsored Gay Ohio History Initiative

Rob Berger's personal collection of oral history interviews

Rob Berger is working in partnership with GOHI and Stonewall Columbus to host history
panels during Pride Month. Mitchell indicated that Berger invited her to share "lesbian-specific"
items that are part of the Our Stories collection during one panel. Berger also extended an
invitation that was accepted for Our Stories to be a co-sponsor via promoting the events.
Moddelmog will also be involved, as she will be moderating that panel.

Moddelmog referred to Equality Ohio's Our Stories project. Mitchell shared that, different from
some other groups, communication with Equality Ohio varied.

The board agreed to move forward in attempting to connect with and partnering with any gay
history projects in the state.

VI. Next Steps
Nardacci and Kustis inquired if a strategic plan exists. Upon learning that there is not a current
plan, Nardacci and Young expressed interest in drafting a first copy of a strategic plan. The
board supported this 'next step' as a way of laying groundwork for the future growth of the
project.

Moddelmog suggested connecting with the eHistory group on campus. Mitchell will follow up
with that contact.

A request was made to create a Carmen shell for the purposes of making information readily
available to all advisory board members 24 hours. Mitchell will create the shell, enroll
members, and be available to provide tutorials for anyone who might need one.



VII. In Conclusion

Bullimore shared a summary of the honors thesis he wrote when earning his BA in history at
Ohio State: "Pressure from all Sides: A Comparative History of the Issues and Policies Related
to the Gay and Lesbian Student Populations of The Ohio State University and The University
of Michigan, 1971-1994: A Senior Honors Thesis."



Purpose

The purpose of the advisory board for Our Stories: A Developing Record of Sexual
Orientation, Gender Identity, and Alliance at The Ohio State University is to

-provide feedback to the program facilitator for Our Stories activity,
-advocate on behalf of Our Stories for the purposes of continuing the collection and

dissemination of stories associated with the developing record,
-provide expertise and leadership in the development of Our Stories, and
-act as a sounding board and brainstorming source for Our Stories future development.

Members

Membership is currently made up offaculty, staff, and graduate students. The board can decide,
as needed, when to invite and include other members of the community.

Member Responsibilities

Members of the Our Stories advisory board will
-attend quarterly or as-needed meetings,
-seek to make Our Stories inclusive in terms of people, communities and

story-telling format
-uphold and further the goals of Our Stories which include

-To strive for diversity, not only in people represented, but also in format
-Create a record of the LGBTQIA population at Ohio State for the purposes of
increasing LGBTQIA visibility both within and from outside of the community
-Foster leadership development through networking students, staff, faculty and alumni
via the gathering and sharing of stories, project management, and outreach activities
that connect various populations within the LGBTQIA community
-Create a searchable and user friendly tool that may include but not be limited to photos,
letters, narratives, interviews, conversations, audio/video clips, moving graphics, art and
poetry
-Provide a forum for sharing stories of the LGBTQIA community at Ohio State as part
of telling Ohio State's story
-Provide a forum for sharing stories of the LGBTQIA community at Ohio State as part
of telling the story of the community as it exists in higher education
-Contribute archives to the scholarly study of the population via raw text and narratives



Members

Jim Buckley buckley.l@osu.edu

Phillip Bullimore phillip.bullimore@gmail.com

Thomas Cetwinski cetwinski.1@osu.edu

Eunice Hornsby ehornsby@hr.osu.edu

Amanda Kennedy kennedy.312@osu.edu

Scott Kustis kustis.l@osu.edu

Jack Miner miner.l0@osu.edu

Debra Moddelmog moddelmog.l@osu.edu

Cricket Nardacci nardacci.1@osu.edu

Kathryn Plank plank.28@osu.edu

Eric Russell russeI1.540@osu.edu

Willa Young wyoung@studentaffairs.osu.edu

Facilitator

Heather Mitchell mitcheI1.277@osu.edu

Interns

Jared Brayton Bollenbacher bollenbacher.14@osu.edu

Merideth Lively lively.27@osu.edu



Our Stories: a developing record of gender identity,
sexual orientation, and alliance at The Ohio State University

Fostering Leadership Development

One of the goals in achieving the mission for Our Stories has been to foster

leadership development through networking students, staff, faculty and alumni

via the gathering and sharing of stories, project management, and outreach

activities that connect various populations within the LGBTQIA community.

The following students have been or currently are directly active with the

development of the Our Stories project.

Erin Anthony

Department: Educational Policy and Leadership

Title: Graduate Fellow

Involvement with Our Stories: Document scanner; hourly employee supported via

funding commitment from Student Affairs Administration

Jared Brayton Bollenbacher

Department: Music and Sexuality Studies

Title: Undergraduate Student

Involvement with Our Stories: Autumn 2006 intern

Phillip Bullimore

Graduate student in the John Glenn School of Public Affairs

Title: Graduate Administrative Associate

Involvement with Our Stories: Advisory Board Member

Amanda Kennedy

Department: Sociology

Title: Graduate Research Associate, FTAD

Involvement with Our Stories: Advisory Board Member

Student Leadership Development
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Merideth Lively

Department: Undeclared

Title: Undergraduate Student

Involvement with Our Stories: Spring 2007 intern

Cricket Nardacci

Department: Faculty &TA Development

Title: Graduate Assistant

Involvement with Our Stories: Advisory Board Member

Eric Russell

Department: Public Policy and Management

Title: Graduate Fellow

Involvement with Our Stories: Advisory Board Member

Student Leadership Development
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Learning-enhanced Student Activities

In addition to fostering leadership development, Our Stories has sought

opportunities to engage in learning-enhanced Student Activities.

Our Stories interns have supplied resource and assistance, while gaining

valuable experience and earning academic credit.

Our Stories was actively involved the GLBT Awareness Weeks programming in

providing both a story-telling workshop and a four-day exhibit of artifacts in the

Younkin Success Center library,

Our Stories has also joined facebook. Currently, there are 10 students who are

part of the Our Stories @ Ohio State facebook group. The site describes Our

Stories; via pictures, it gives a walking tour of the history exhibit held at the

Younkin; and through the discussion board prompts students to use the search

keywords HIV/AIDS as they follow a link directly to the Lantern online, where

they can learn, as reported by the Lantern, 10 years of history of HIV/AIDS

education and policy at Ohio State.

Our Stories Interns

Jared Brayton Bollenbacher

Department: Music and Sexuality Studies

Title: Undergraduate Student

Involvement with Our Stories: Autumn 2006 intern

Merideth Lively

Department: Undeclared

Title: Undergraduate Student

Involvement with Our Stories: Spring 2007 intern

Student Learning
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The following demonstrates expenses related to the development of Our Stories that are or will
be charged to the $3000.00 committed to the project by Student Affairs Administration.

Cateaories of Exoenditures
Student Wages Recording Equip. Misc. Expenses Total

expended $420.00 $948.96 $105.92 $1,474.88
anticipated $840.00 $94.08 $934.08

subtotals $1 260.00 $948.96 $200.00 $2408.96

Expense Detail
$420.00 Winter quarter student wages paid to Erin Anthony for digitizing documents.

Erin is a graduate student studying Higher Education Administration/Student
Affairs, and works approximately six hours each week @ $7.00/hour.

$840.00 Spring and summer quarters student wages paid to Erin Anthony for
digitizing documents. Erin is a graduate student studying Higher Education
Administration/Student Affairs, and works approximately six hours each
week @ $7.00/hour.

$948.96 Expenses related to the purchase of three digital audio recording deVices,
three transcription kits, and an external microphone.

$105.92 Expenses related to the exhibit design that was part of GLBT Student
Services, The Multicultural Center's GLBT Awareness Weeks. Specifically,
rubber desk matting was purchased to protect displayed documents that laid
flatly on table top surfaces.

$94.08 Anticipated workshop materials for Images of You conference. Proposals
have been submitted.


